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 TEACHERS: 

 Did you use this educational module? Tell us so! Please  
 visit http://bit.ly/module-feedback and let us know how  
 you used it in your classroom.

 Your responses will help us improve our educational  
 materials and raise money to continue providing them at 
 no cost to teachers.
    



Our mission is to promote critical thinking by reaching out to the public and media with reliable 

information about paranormal and supernatural ideas, which are widespread in our society today.

The James Randi Educational Foundation was founded in 1996 to help people defend themselves from 

paranormal and pseudoscientific claims. The JREF offers a still-unclaimed million-dollar reward for 

anyone who can produce evidence of paranormal abilities under controlled conditions. Through 

scholarships, workshops, and innovative resources for educators, the JREF works to inspire this 

investigative spirit in a new generation of critical thinkers.

Your support helps the JREF to . . . 

organizations accountable for promoting dangerous nonsense.

skepticism and critical thinking.

and other e-readers.

community together.

The James Randi Educational Foundation relies on the support of people like you in order to carry out 

its mission. Whether it is our renewed support of grassroots skeptic outreach, our investment in re-

randi.org. You may find that you 

can be more generous by making a pledge of monthly support. For more information about pledges, 

please contact development@randi.org.
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This activity is designed for grades 9 through 12. 

scientific process. 

The activity can be completed in one or two class periods. This time will vary depending on the depth 

of the introduction and the number of trials performed. 

Test Your ESP Potential, a 

important recommendations. 
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telepathy, which involves the ability to know the thoughts of another person without the use of the recognized 

paranormal abilities. Those in the psychic advice industry use this 

available to those restricted to the five traditional senses.

and thematic elements in American pop culture and most 

prominently in comic books and science fiction writing. Most of 

us are familiar with well-known fictional telepaths including the 

Jedi of Star Wars Star Trek
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26 percent believed in clairvoyance. Thirty-one percent of those surveyed believed in telepathy 

or psychic communication. 

century, laboratories searching for evidence of paranormal abilities could be found in many top 

few still consider these studies to be of any scientific value. The results have been attributed to 

always open to the scrutiny of other scientists.
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phenomena. They would describe their research area as parapsychology to intentionally distinguish 

it from traditional psychology.
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extrasensory perception

Many agree that Rhine's work was pioneering and that he was sincerely dedicated to the search 

his research or his failure to produce any compelling evidence to support his claims. Today, few 

mainstream scientists give any serious consideration to the contributions made by Rhine and his 

fellow parapsychologists. Even worse, critics have pointed to numerous cases of misrepresented data, 

sloppy methods, and even fraud, rendering his entire body of work tainted.

Rhine and his colleagues had been allowing themselves to ignore much of the data they had collected 

problem in studies of paranormal abilities and other areas of fringe science: investigators start with a 

Levy confessed and was fired.

We will be conducting our own investigations into psychic powers using methods similar to those 

employed by Rhine. The methods can be sound only if researchers are rigorous and consistent with 

their use.
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cards for a total of twenty-five. Each five-card set has a different image on it; there is a circle, a plus, 

are also included and can be printed as needed.

is repeated for the number of trials established for this test.

entered when the symbols do not agree.

After completing the series of trials, subtotals and totals should be 

14 to check their results.

Researchers can be misled by results that appear significant enough to 

report as evidence of psychic effects. While the results may be strong 

symbol on the card, we should always consider the possibility that there 

of the sender. This is sometimes referred to as sensory leakage.

used in the field of 

parapsychology 

to test individuals 

and unpatterned 

sensory stimulation 

to produce an effet 

similar to sensory 

deprivation.
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appeared in the deck and record them in column T, but only after all of the calls have been made.

draw a card at random. The symbols are then recorded, the card is put back into the deck and the 

deck is reshuffled. This process is repeated as many times as necessary.

inclusion of negative results.

becomes more likely that these random factors will cancel each other out and that a real phenomenon 

You will be able to avoid the above problems and produce more meaningful data by adhering to 
the following five rules . . .

 Rule 1

  reference.

 Rule 2:  Always complete a set of tests by conducting the number of trials that was decided   

  upon and recorded before the start of the test. Further tests may be run, but these must   

  be set up and recorded in the same manner as the previous one, with the number of trials  

  decided upon and recorded ahead of time.

 Rule 3:

  sample to 250 or 500.

 Rule 4: 

  seriously affecting the test results.

 Rule 5: 
  on the data sheets. 
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As you become more familiar with conducting tests of this kind, you will become aware of the many 

available for analysis. More important is that published positive results have never been replicated 

planning and resources, those studies were only as good as the attention given to establishing and 

Project Alpha
Fools Scientists
In 1979, The McDonnell 

Laboratory for Psychical Research 

at Washington University in St. 

Louis was awarded a grant of 

$500,000; the money would be 

into psychic phenomena under 

controlled laboratory conditions.

James Randi, a professional 

magician and veteran psychic 

investigator expressed concern 

that the proposed research 

methods were vulnerable to study 

subjects with knowledge of magic 

tricks. Randi prepared for the 

researchers a list of activities to 

be wary of and offered suggestions 

for preventing such trickery. He 

stressed the need for the most 

rigid experimental controls 

possible. His recommendations 

were ignored.

Two primary subjects of the lab’s 

research were teenagers Steve 

Shaw and Michael Edwards. They 

were asked to participate in the 

study because of preliminary 

results suggesting they possessed 

the paranormal ability of spoon 

bending, an area of special 

interest to the researchers. In 

reality, the two were skilled 

magicians associated with Randi. 

They had been using sleight-of-

hand tricks, which were mistaken 

for a wide range of paranormal 

abilities. They used methods 

from mentalism and magic to 

subtle misdirection to alter 

research equipment, distract the 

researchers, and alter established 

protocols—often right in front of 

the investigators and cameras.

After 21 months, Shaw, Edwards, 

and Randi publicly announced the 

elaborate hoax. The announcement 

was met with responses describing 

the project as everything from 

“triumphant” to “reckless.” 

Many, even some within the 

parapsychological community, 

agreed the hoax was long overdue 

and was successful in exposing the 

dangers of ignoring the need for 

rigid protocols.

L to R: Steve “Banachek” Shaw, Michael Edwards, and James Randi
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keep the research focused and will guide the selection of methods for collecting and analyzing 

coordination of volunteers before and after they learn to play a certain video game. On the other 

to misinterpretation. This can be especially challenging when research involves unusual claims such 

Those making psychic claims are often vague about the actual abilities they claim to possess. When 

someone states that s/he can effectively predict the outcome of a dice roll, this claim is specific and 

a researcher is interested in testing a hypothesis that is not theoretically likely and even in conflict 
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everyday conversation, this special kind of significance tells us nothing about the importance or 

occurred by chance. 

by chance is called the significance level, and smaller is better in the sense that small likelihoods 

sample to fairly test a hypothesis relating to a moderate psychic ability. 

the result of chance as the sample size increases and more likely the result of some other force acting 

on the coin.

Once the level of significance is set, we can mathematically calculate how large the sample would 

being tested is very modest, then it is important to know up front if there will be sufficient time and 

resources to collect the very large amount of data that would be needed.
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You can see that small sample sizes demand a much greater level of successful performance. For 

scientific rigor and skepticism against the need to fairly consider reasonable claims.
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the reasons science works so well is because the ideas that are produced can be scrutinized by the 

rest of the scientific community. This scientific community can use its accumulated knowledge and 

We also share the results of our research with the scientific community because science is 

collaborative. We can often increase our understanding of phenomena by comparing our results 

be replicated.

used this same classroom kit, scan your datasheets and email them to education@randi.org. We will 

be compiling results and making them available on our website.
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Science Confronts the Paranormal

Unbelievable: Investigations into Ghosts, Poltergeists, Telepathy, and Other Unseen Phenomena 

The Elusive Quarry: A Scientific Appraisal of Psychical Research.

Flim-flam!: Psychics, ESP, Unicorns, and Other Delusions.

The Borderlands of Science: Where Sense Meets Nonsense. 

 'Heads I Win, Tails You Lose'

Project Alpha. The Skeptics Dictionary. 
Retrieved from http://www.skepdic.com/projectalpha.html

 The History of the Rhine Research Center. 
Retrieved from http://www.rhine.org/history.htm

Statistics. The Process of Science. 
Retrieved from http://www.visionlearning.com/
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